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ABSTRACT:   

 
In the present scenario, retrieving information from multilingual documents is a challenging 

task. The similarity in the shape of the characters in Indian scripts and their interlacing at 

paragraph, line and word level makes the retrieval problem more complex. In addition, 

segmentation and recognition of single characters often becomes difficult due to the font style 

as well as degradations in the print. Consequently, there are no reliable OCRs for south 

Indian scripts for complete document transcription and retrieval. Thus, indexing and 

information retrieval from south Indian multilingual documents is very challenging task. 

Because of this, in this paper, we propose a method based on Histogram of Oriented Gradient 

and morphological features. The method is devised with a clue of local and global properties 

of the image. IISC (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore) database is used for testing, which 

consists of 220000 words of 11 scripts. To validate the performance of the proposed 

algorithm, Kannada, English and Hindi scripts are considered out of 11 scripts.  The words of 

dataset and query word are described through HOG and morphological features. To estimate 

the similarity between query and candidate word, cosine metrics is used. Based on it a 

distance metrics is generated to predict the relevance of the words. Then efficiently matched 

words are selected at distance thresholds 98%. Encouraging results have been achieved in 

terms of the average Precision, Recall and F-Measure at 85.33%, 92.22% and 88.36% 

respectively. 
 

Keywords: Image retrieval, Cosine metric, Digital Image Processing (DIP), Euclidean distance 
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In the recent past, the concept of digital library or digital repository is significantly addressed to 

support the establishment of paperless office. The aim of the digital library is to facilitate access 

to the digitized documents. To do this, document images need to be indexed. This task is easy if 

the documents contain single script, otherwise, it is harder. In Indian context, most of the 

documents are multilingual in nature. As per the Indian constitution, a document of any state 

government should be produced with three languages. The interlacing of different scripts at 

different levels (line, word and character) in a document is a common practice in India. The 

process of indexing and retrieving of such documents can be done using multilingual OCRs by 

transcribing the complete document. But, there are no robust multilingual OCRs available to 

accomplish this task. Therefore, an alternative method i.e., word retrieval/spotting is the 

efficient technique for document indexing and retrieval. The achievement of word 

retrieval/spotting can be credited to the holistic word matching pattern employed for comparing 

a query word and the image in the database. Here, both the query and database images are 

converted into a sequence of feature vectors and their association is often carried out with the 

help of cosine distance or other matching patterns. 

The aim of this paper is to facilitate a user to retrieve a tri-script document written in English, 

Kannada and Hindi from huge digital repository using a keyword or multiple keywords of any 

one of these scripts. For instance, a tri-script document contains English, Kannada and Hindi 

scripts having a word “urgent” and its equivalent words in Kannada and Hindi. In this case, the 
user should be able to retrieve the same document by keying a keyword of Kannada as “  

“or Hindi “  “. 
We first present the related work in Section 2. Then we describe our retrieval scheme based on 

Histogram of Oriented Gradient with the combination of morphological feature in Section 3. 

Section 4 presents the performance of the proposed method. Conclusion is drawn in section 5. 

 

[2] RELATED WORK 

Word-spotting was at first implemented for speech processing and later it was used for 

document image retrieval. It is the method to detect/spot the word or phrase in the document 

image. Primarily it was discussed in [2] and [3] for printed and handwritten documents 

respectively. Document image retrieval or word-spotting is done in two different approaches 

i.e. with segmentation and without segmentation. A number of methods were presented in [10-

11] to find the keywords to retrieve the document images without using OCR. Recurrent Neural 

Networks with CTC Token Passing algorithm is effectively used in [13], for a novel word-

spotting method. Then, similarity between words is estimated using DTW transform. Retrieval 

of Hindi words based on BLSTM neural networks is proposed in [17]. In this method, the 

networks are measured to take contextual information of the word image that cannot be 

segmented into individual characters. In [18], the word retrieval method is described for 

Devanagari, Bangla and Gurumukhi script by utilizing primitive shape codes, such as zonal 

information of extreme points, vertical shapes, and background information of the word image. 

Then, an exact string matching method is used to measure the similarity between the words. 

Recently in [19], word retrieval for printed Kannada documents is presented using Gabor 

wavelets, each query word and database words are considered, then similarity between the 

words is estimated using cosine distance, and results are achieved in terms of recall , precision 

and f-measure. In [20], an algorithm for extracting a printed Kannada word from a huge digital 

database using the fusion of Gabor wavelets and structural features has been proposed. Then 

similarity between the words was estimated using cosine metric, and encouraging results were 

achieved. In [15], authors have proposed HOG and morphological features for word retrieval of 

a printed Kannada document. In this method, each query word and corpus words are 

represented through feature vector; then words are matched using a Cosine distance and 

Euclidean distance. They obtained good results for cosine distance measure as compared to the 

Euclidean. After reviewing these methods, we understand that still lot of work is yet to done for 
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word retrieval. In this paper, our focus is to build an efficient model to describe the shape of the 

word for better retrieval. To achieve this, a hybrid approach is proposed by combining HOG 

and morphological descriptors. We have chosen this combination based on the shape of the 

characters of English/Kannada/Hindi script.  The combinations of HOG and morphological 

descriptors have employed to capture the distinct visual attributes of a word such as holes, 

directional edges, upper and lower cavities. These descriptors proved as the best choice for 

word retrieval from multilingual documents.      

 

[3] PROPOSED METHOD 

In this Section, we describe HOG and morphological features for word retrieval from printed 

multilingual document images. Fig. 1 represents the flow of proposed method. To start with, the 

document image is the preprocessing step, i.e. noise removal and word extraction. This is the 

common approach for any printed document image preprocessing. In this paper, we consider 

segmented words from IISc database. Therefore, there is no need of preprocessing. Then, 

features are extracted from words and represented trough feature vectors. Afterwards, the 

feature vectors corresponding to the query words and the document image words are matched. 

The similarity scores are stored in a similarity matrix. Then, similarity matrix is used to locate 

the existence of the target words. Finally, relevant words are detected and unrelated patterns are 

filtered out based on thresholding distance 

 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 The flow diagram of the proposed approach 

 

           
 

Fig. 2 Sample segmented words of the Indian Institute of Science 11 script database 
 

[3.1] FEATURE EXTRACTION  
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Feature extraction starts from an initial set of measured data and builds derived values 

(features) intended to be informative and non-redundant, that efficiently represents interesting 

parts of a word image. The following are the feature extraction methods described in this paper 

to represent the word image effectively. 

 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG): 
 

The HOG features are most commonly used for detection of objects [12] and document image 

retrieval. The edge information of a word can be efficiently captured using the HOG features. 

To discriminate the words of different scripts, only edge information is not sufficient. Because, 

the structural properties (such as curvatures, cavities, w-formation and inverse w-formation) of 

characters of Indian scripts need to be considered for effective matching.  Particularly, to 

explain Kannada/Hindi words, capturing cavity, hole and directional edge information is 

needed. Therefore, we have combined HOG with morphological features to capture these 

potential properties. Exhaustive experimentations have been carried out to show the outstanding 

performance of this combination. The above-mentioned methods are considered for experiment 

on each word independently to extract the features from multilingual scripts.  The 

computational description of the HOG and morphological features are explained below.  

 
The basic idea behind the Histogram of Oriented Gradients Descriptor is that appearance of 

neighborhood object and shape inside an image can be depicted by the flow of intensity 

gradients or edge directions 

The image is divided into small connected regions called cells, and the pixels within each cell 

are calculated using the histogram of gradient directions. The descriptor is the concatenation of 

these histograms. For improved accuracy, the local histograms can be contrast-normalized by 

calculating a measure of the intensity across a larger region of the image, called a block, and 

these values are used to normalize all cells within the block. This normalization results in better 

invariance to changes in illumination and shadowing. Fig.3. shows the process of HOG feature 

extraction on word image. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 HOG feature extraction process 
 

 

Let consider I(x, y) as an input word image. To generate a histogram of 9 bins per cell, we 

applied a sliding window of size 3x3. This leads to accommodate the weighted vote of the 

gradient vector (0-1800 for unsigned gradient) in the cell. The Sobel kernel is employed to 
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obtain the vertical and horizontal components of image gradient. The magnitude M(x, y) and 

direction D(x, y) of the image is computed as follows: 

 

 
 

 
where Is is the smoothed image. Then, histogram of each block of the cell is clustered. 

 

Morphological feature: 
 

The directional edge information of each word is computed by eroding the input image in four 

directions viz. 0, 90, 180 and -45 degrees. Later on, the opening, top and bottom hat 

transformations are applied to describe the word image. Then, a ratio of background to 

foreground of a word is computed after hole filling. These operations are basically depends on 

the structuring element. We have designed the structuring element based on the average height 

of characters of a word as explained in [6]. Fig. 4 shows the effect of erosion operation and 

these images were taken from [22]. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Erosion of 3x3 square structuring element 

 

A pre-processed input image I(x,y) is directly used for erosion, opening, top and bottom hat 

transformations and an output image I'(x,y) is obtained. The density of I'(x,y) is defined as 

 

 
 

where, R and C stands for number of rows and column of an image. 

 
Besides, hole fill operation is performed on I(x,y) and obtained a hole filled image I'(x,y). Then, 

its density is computed using equation 5. Thus, 11 features are obtained (computed erode image 

densities of four directions-04, opening, top and bottom hat each-02 and foreground to 
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background ratio after hole filling-01). Further, we combined 11 morphological and 81 HOG 

features to describe the shape of the underlying image in terms of global and local shape 

properties and obtain a feature vector of size 92x1.  

 

[3.2] SIMILARTY MEASURE  
 
Words in the database are listed on the basis of the similarity between the query and target word 

(database). In this paper, similarity between the words is estimated by two distinct metrics, they 

are: 

Cosine Similarity: This metric is commonly used to determine the similarity between two 

words. In this similarity metric, the word features are used as a vector to find the normalized 

dot product of the two words of an inner product space that measures the cosine of the angle 

between them. The cosine of \begin{math}0^0\end{math} is 1 and it is less than 1 for any other 

angle. The mathematical equation of the cosine similarity is defined below: 

 
where x and y are feature vectors. 
 

Euclidean Similarity: Euclidean similarity (distance) is the "normal" straight-line distance 

between two points in Euclidean space. The mathematical equation of the distance defined 

below. 

 
where p and q are the Euclidean vectors. 

 

[4] EXPRIMENT 

[4.1] DATA SET 

There is no standard document image database available on Indian scripts. However, the IISC 

(Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore) word database of 11 scripts is used to validate the 

performance of the proposed algorithm. This database is basically used for script identification 

in multilingual documents. Each script of the database has 20000 words which are segmented 

from various documents. The size of the database is 220000 words. Out of these, we have 

considered only three scripts viz. English, Kannada and Hindi for testing. We have confined our 

experimentation to only three languages in this paper. Initially, the experiments were made on 

individual scripts (call it as DB-1) and their results were recorded. Later on, it was extended to 

multi-script scenario by combining all together (class it as DB-2). Fig.2. shows the example of 

word images of the Indian Institute of Science database.  

 

[4.2] EVALUATION PROTOCOL 

To evaluate the efficacy of the proposed method manually, a ground truth is prepared for 15 

different keywords (5 from each script). The selection of these keywords is made based on their 

frequency of appearance in the database. The ground truth details are shown in the following 

Table.1.  
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[4.3] RESULT AND DICUSSION 

In this Section, we discuss the outcomes of retrieving the relevant words from the 

document images. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on two 

dataset namely DB-1 and DB-2 (Indian institute of Science (IISc)) is publicly available 

[16]. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated through precision, recall 

and f-measures as described below. 

 
 

where RW- Retrieved Word and RelW- Relevant Word. 
 

 

Exhaustive experimentations were performed on both dataset. The experimental results 

of the DB-1 are summarized in Table 2, 3 and 4 based on Histogram of Oriented 

Gradient and Morphological features. Table-5, demonstrates the word retrieval 

accuracy of DB-2. It has highest precision, recall and F-measure as 85.33%, 92.22% 

and 88.36% respectively when the similarity distance is threshold to 98%. Further Fig. 

5, 6 and 7 describes the graphical representation of Recall, Precision and F-Measure of 

DB-1. 
 

Table-1 Ground truth of the DB-1 and DB-2 (Kannada, Hindi and English scripts 
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Table-2 Results of of DB-1 (Kannada script) word retrieval 

 

Table-3 Results of DB-2(Hindi script) word retrieval. 

 

Table-4 Results of DB-2 (English script) word retrieval. 

       

 

Table-5 An average Precision Recall and F-measure of DB-2 

 

Table-6 Comparative analysis of the proposed method 
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Fig. 5 Word retrieval recall, precision and f-Measure for five query words of DB-1 (English script) 

 

 

Fig. 6 Word retrieval recall, precision and f-Measure for five query words of DB-1 (Hindi script) 

 

 

Fig. 7 Word retrieval recall, precision and f-Measure for five query words of DB-1 (Kannada script) 

 

[4.4] COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

The comparative analysis is made with [17]. Jawahar et al., they worked on retrieval of Hindi 

words and stated the Mean Average Precision (MAP) as 71.82% with Euclidean distance. But, 

the proposed algorithm exhibited a remarkable mean average precision as 77.96% against the 

same script. The cosine distance is also used for experimentation to examine the performance of 

the method and found 85.33 % as mean average precision. These results are reported in Table 6. 

 

[5] CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the problem of word retrieval from multilingual documents. Basically, we 

have considered a document of tri-scripts containing English, Kannada and Hindi. The 

combination of HOG and morphological features are used to retrieve the words from above 

mentioned tri-script documents. The outstanding performance of the proposed method is 

noticed compared to the performance of the reported methods. This method is efficient in 

addressing the issues related to different font size, font style, scale and slants of the words. The 

performance of the proposed method is validated on a large dataset of 60000 words (each script 

of 20000 words). This work will be extending to other Indian scripts to show this method as 

generic.  
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ABSTRACT:   

 
This article presents word spotting in Kannada document images based on Local Binary 

Pattern (LBP) features. The experimentations are carried out on a large dataset of 50000 

words which are segmented from 250 digitized and preprocessed document images belongs to 

different fields such as Arts, Science and Commerce. Afterwards LBP features are computed 

on the query word as well as on dataset images that are to be queried. The similarity between 

the query and target or candidate word is estimated using cosine distance and relevant words 

are ranked based on different thresholds. The parameters such as average precision, recall, 

and F-measures were used to determine word spotting performance and achieved 

encouraging performance results such as 74.61%, 75.75% and 75.7% respectively were 

achieved.   

Keywords: Optical Character Recognition, Cosine Distance, Document Image Retrieval. 

 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

In the recent past, a vast quantity of printed documents ranging from old texts to 

modern manuscripts belonging to several museums and libraries of the world are being 

digitized. To access such on-line databases, labeling and indexing of each imaged 
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document is essential. To achieve this task manually a structured meta-data file for each 

book or group of books needs to be created. This kind of indexing is a very complex 

task, and becomes unwieldy as the size of repositories increases. The needed task is the 

automatic recognition of characters or words to achieve labeling and indexing or 

transcription of the documents. The state-of-the-art methods of OCR work fine when 

the documents are in good condition for transcription. But they fail to transcript the 

documents when the documents are poor in quality.  The quality of the documents 

mainly depends on the type of the printer, inconsistency in printing style, ink, quality of 

the paper, multi-script and age of the document etc. In the case of handwritten 

documents, word spotting is even more complex due to the variations existing in 

writing style, size of the characters, slants, touched words, uneven gaps between the 

words and lines etc. Thus, automatic printed/handwritten document text recognition still 

remains a very exciting problem for the Computer Vision (CV) community. In this 

scenario researchers have been trying word-spotting methods to overcome the 

limitations of the above-mentioned text reading approaches.  

In this, article, the authors have tried to develop a word spotting algorithm by 

considering issues discussed in the aforementioned paragraph such as font size, style, 

age and quality of the documents. The remainder of the paper is described as follows: 

The literature review is given in section 2. The proposed methodology is presented in 

section 3. Section 4 contains experimental results and discussion. Conclusion is drawn 

in Section 5. 

 

[2] RELATED WORK 

Word spotting method is used for indexing and retrieval of the document images. It is 

an alternative way to OCR. Usually, designing OCR is a stimulating task but it fails to 

work in degraded, skewed documents, multi-script documents etc. Therefore, the 

research on word spotting is extremely motivated in the recent past. Word spotting was 

primarily used for speech processing and later it was used to retrieve the historical 

documents and manuscripts of different scripts. Word spotting can be defined as the 

method of spotting the word or a phrase in the document image. This concept was 

introduced for the first time in [1] for printed text documents and later in [2] for 

handwritten text documents. Most of the researchers have worked on word spotting 

methods namely with-segmentation and without-segmentation. Several algorithms have 

been projected for both the approaches for the last three decades. The details about 

word spotting without segmentation and with segmentation are reported in [10] and in 

[5, 6] respectively.  The with-segmentation method decomposes the text in the 

document at line level [5, 6], word level [11] and character level [7]. Meanwhile, in 

without-segmentation approach, the whole document image is used to search for 

spotting the query word. Both the approaches have their own pros and cons. It is 

obvious that segmentation based word spotting produces wrong results due to improper 

segmentation in the case of tainted documents, touched lines, broken characters and 

slanted lines. While, in segmentation free technique the selection of best sliding 

window size for word spotting is the major subject. In this paper, a segmentation based 

technique is proposed for word spotting. The various methods relating to it are 

explained below.  

Segmentation based techniques: In [10] movements of the black pixel as holistic 

features are used in word spotting. The ‘Binary Gradient Structural and Convexity’ 
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(GSC) features are proposed in [6]. The discrete cosine transformation of the contours 

of the underlying image is used to gain the features vector and its complete process is 

discussed in [8]. Similarly, the use of Gabor features discussed in [12]. The use of 

different distance measures in computing the similarity between query and candidate 

word images are discussed in [5]. In recent past, dynamic time warping (DTW) was 

frequently used to calculate the similarity between the words as used in [9]. DTW 

tolerates special difference unlike the above methods. 

 

[3] PROPOSED METHOD 

In this section, the authors have proposed a method for word spotting in printed 

Kannada document images. Fig. 1 shows the flow of our methodology.    

 

[3.1] PREPROCESSING 
 

The input images are binarized using Otsu’s [13] grey level threshold selection 

technique.  The noise, special symbols such as commas, double quotation marks etc., 

are removed using morphological area openings. Using line structuring element, the 

input images are dilated vertically and horizontally [14] to make a word a single 

component. Using connected component rule all words are extracted from the 

document images. This process of word segmentation gives 100% precision if the 

document contains untouched lines and tainted text. Fig. 2, shows the complete process 

of word extraction from Kannada document images. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1 Bird eye view of the proposed method 

 

                       
 

(a)    ( b)                       (c) 

 
Fig. 2 (a) document page (b) document with horizontal dilation (c) segmented words. 
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[3.2] FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) has been presented by Ojala in [15].  Recently, LBP 

features are used to develop a number of algorithms and they have validated its 

outstanding performance. LBP describes mainly the texture properties of the image 

and it labels each pixel of the image window cell by thresholding the surrounding 

pixels and counts the results as binary number. This is explained in the Fig. 3 and 

working flow of the LBP is explained below.  

 Divide the Image into block of cells for e.g. 8x8 pixels per cell 

 Pick the center pixel of the cell and compare its neighbor.(for detail 

mathematically defined below). 

 If the center pixel value is greater than the neighboring pixel values consider 

the value zero; else consider one, all these are binary numbers.  

 For user convenience convert these binary numbers into decimal number. 

 Then compute histogram of all cells and these histograms can be seen as a 

256 decimal feature vector. 

 Concatenate (normalized) histograms of all the cells. This provides a feature 

vector for the whole window.  

 
 
                                       Fig. 3 Describes about LBP operator 

 

 

 Can be obtained with respect to center pixel (Ic) according to equation -1 as 

shown below. 

 

 
 

Where  are equivalent to the values of center pixel and neighborhood pixels. 

Fig.4.shows the neighborhood of center pixel in a window. The value of s(x) can be 

calculated by equation-2 as shown below.  
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Fig.4. The circular neighborhood P R 
 
 

[3.3] SIMILARTY MEASURE 
 

Cosine similarity: It is a measure of the similarity between two vectors of an inner 

product space that measures the cosine of the angle between them. The cosine of 0° is 

1, and it is less than 1 for any other angle. Cosine distance measures the orientation 

between two vectors but not magnitude. The cosine similarity value is 1, if two vectors 

have the same orientation between them and 0, if they have 900 orientations. Further, 

the diametrically opposed vectors have similarity value as -1. The similarity values are 

independent of their magnitudes and are mainly employed in positive space, where the 

outcome is bounded in [0,1]. The similarity between query word and candidate word 

image is computed using the cost function of cosine distance which is as follows:  

 

 

 

 
 

where x and y are the vectors. 

 

 

 

[4] EXPERIMENT 

[4.1] DATASET 

 

 

Kannada document image dataset is no publicly available at present. Therefore, the 

authors have created a dataset of 50000 words which are segmented from 250 

document images. These pages are collected from various books and digitized them 

with 300 dpi resolution. The word segmentation is carried out using morphological 

filters. The segmented word images are complex in nature with different font size, style, 

broken words, partially segmented words etc. Addressing these issues is very 

significant for the development of a generic algorithm for word spotting.  

 

 

[4.2] EVALUATION PROTOCOL 
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To evaluate the performance of the technique manually, a ground truth is created for 5 

different query words of Kannada. These are taken in such a way that they must have 

multiple existences in the dataset. Table-1 shows ground truth of five query words. 

They are different in size, font style, length, and thickness. Table 2 shows the results of 

Kannada word retrieval with cosine distance.  

 

Average precision, recall, and f-measures are the three important parameters used to 

evaluate the performance of the proposed method.  Average precision (AP) rewards 

retrieval systems that rank relevant words upper, and average recall de-emphasizes the 

exact ranking among the retrieved relevant words and is further useful when there are a 

huge number of relevant words. The overall system performance through all queries is 

calculated quantitatively by f-measure. And these matrices are defined below. 

 
 

Table-1 Ground truth of dataset 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[4.3] RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
 

This Section presents the results of Kannada word retrieval in Table-2.  These results 

are obtained based on Local Binary Pattern features. The properly matched words are 

selected at different distance thresholds such as 96, 97, 98 and 99 percent. The average 

recall, precision and f-measures results are at 75.75%, 74.61% and 75.71% 

respectively. These are obtained when threshold is set to 98%. Further, we extended 

this experiment by spotting the query word on a document image. Fig. 5 is a sample 

query word image. It is used to spot the queries word in the related document image 

which is shown in Fig. 6. The spotted words are shown with red color bounding boxes. 

 

Sl.N

o. 

Document 

Categories 

No 

of 

Keywor

d Image 

Word  

Frequency in 

1 Literature 100 
 

13 

   
 

43 

2 Modern Govt. 30 
 

33 

   
 

32 

3 History 120 

 

63 
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Table-2 Presents the word retrieval results for 5 keywords in terms of recall and precision as well 
as F-measure 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Sample Query word  
 

 

 

 

 

Image             Threshold > 

 

99.0% 

 

98.0% 

 

97.0% 

 

96.0% 

 

 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

100.00 

33.33 

49.99 

100.00 

72.72 

84.20 

74.35 

87.87 

80.54 

100.00 

71.72 

84.20 

 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

100.00 

12.12 

21.61 

100.00 

45.45 

62.49 

61.76 

63.63 

79.88 

100.00 

49.45 

62.62 

 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

100.00 

45.45 

62.49 

100.00 

69.69 

82.13 

100.00 

78.78 

88.13 

100.00 

66.69 

87.10 

 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

100.00 

43.75 

60.80 

100.00 

81.25 

89.65 

96.62 

96.61 

96.61 

100.00 

88.25 

89.65 

 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

100.00 

11.11 

19.19 

100.00 

53.96 

70.09 

77.75 

79.36 

77.51 

100.00 

59.96 

74.09 

 

Average 

Recall (%) 

Precision (%) 

F-measure (%) 

88.78 

29.15 

62.83 

75.75 

74.61 

75.71 

70.11 

76.28 

71.67 

70.90 

64.61 

63.71 
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Fig.6 Illustration of word spotting with respect to query word which is depicted in the Fig.5 

 

 

[5] CONCLUSION 

There is no robust OCR system available in the market to transcribe Kannada document 

images. Recently, the Govt. of India and Karnataka (IISC, Bangalore) has been 

involved in digitizing Kannada documents. Therefore, to access these documents 

labeling and indexing is needed. Thus, this work focuses on facilitating easy labeling 

and indexing as an alternative to the Kannada OCR. To achieve this, LBP features are 

used for word retrieval and spotting in Kannada documents. The performance of the 

proposed algorithm is significantly high and this can be realized through the results 

reported in Table-2. This technique can also be used for language identification, 

document organization, and filtering of the document images in huge respiratory.  
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Abstract-Gender Identification has shown prominent role in various applications in digital age, some of them are 
human computer interaction, forensic investigation, Biometrics, targeted advertisement etc.  In this paper, we 
have studied the behavior of Uniform Local Binary Pattern Descriptors with different classifiers for the gender 
identification using fingerprints. Among many studied classifiers, we have observed that Nearest Neighbor 
Classifier has performed best as compared to other classifiers with the accuracy of 95.4%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Human visualization is independent to identify and 

self-adaptive to recognized the demographic qualities 

of a person like age and gender. We can easily identify 

the male and female difference. But, the computer 

visualization system is not advanced to do all these 

tasks. As a result the automatic verification of the 

demographic attributes of human beings is an 

important task for different applications like HCI 

(human computer interaction), surveillance. 

Fingerprint is the most famous method to identify 

a person. In this digital era, system safety is main 

challenge as a large amount of data is easily switched 

over computer networks. Attaining optimistic proof of 

identity is the important part of data security and in 

some cases gender gives additional support for 

authentication process.  

In this paper, we studied the behavior of well-

known texture descriptor technique Uniform Local 

Binary Pattern with different classifiers for gender 

identification using fingerprints. MAJOR HEADINGS 

Major headings should be typeset in boldface with the 

words uppercase. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Gender Identification using fingerprint is active area 

of research over the past decade as it serves for many 

interesting applications in medical studies, forensic 

investigation and human computer interaction.  In [1] 

authors used deep learning based frame work with 

single minutiae for gender identification. Authors in 

[2] presented an approach to identify the gender based 

on discrete wavelet transform based features and back 

propagation neural network for gender identification 

using fingerprints.  Ridge and valley based features 

are used in [3] for gender identification using 

fingerprints, they have optimal threshold criteria to 

classify the gender with focus on forensic 

anthropology.  Authors in [4] described the discrete 

cosine transform, FFT and Power spectrum density 

based features for gender estimation from fingerprints.  

In [5] authors described a method for gender 

identification using fingerprints, to do this, they have 

used ridge density features of a fingerprint.  

  

In [6] authors applied method in which each 

fingerprint represented using feature vector consisting 

of ridge thickness to valley thickness ratio (RTVTR) 

and the ridge density values later support vector 

machine is applied to classify the gender using 

fingerprint. Authors in [7] proposed a method based 

on discrete curvelet transform and GLCM based 

features with Neural Network Classifier for gender 

classification using fingerprints.  

 

Authors in [8] presented an approach based on 2D 

discrete wavelet transform and principal component 

analysis for gender identification using fingerprint. In 

[9] authors, presented a method based on gender 

classification using DWT and SVD based approach 

for gender identification using fingerprints.   

 

In this paper, we have presented the approach for 

gender identification using uniform local binary 

patterns with different classifiers.  This primary 

comparative study of different classifiers will be 

helpful for future research in the field of fingerprint 

based gender identification. 
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3. OUR METHOD  

Our method involves the three main steps namely, pre-

processing, feature extraction and classification. In 

pre-processing we have performed basic operation like 

resizing and image enhancement. Uniform Local 

Binary Pattern based texture descriptor is computed 

for each fingerprint and presented in the form of 

feature vector. Further different classifiers are applied 

to check the behavior of ULBP in gender 

classification. The block diagram of our method is 

given in figure for better understanding. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Block Diagram of Proposed Method  

Pre-processing:  Pre-processing is required for better 

image representation, in our case we aim to enhance 

the image of fingerprints and prepare them for texture 

descriptor extraction. For doing this, we have first 

resizes an image to size of 164x164; later histogram 

equalization technique is applied to enhance the 

image.  

Feature Extraction: LBP is the local texture 

descriptor [10] which extracts the local features from 

the image in terms of decimal code of binary digits.  

First input image is converted to gray scale, then for 

each pixel its surrounding neighborhood r will 

considered, then based on center pixel, thresholding 

operation will be performed and array of binary 

numbers will converted to single decimal value, the 

process is repeated for the complete image and 

equivalent LBP image is going to be produced from 

which histogram of 256 values is computed as feature 

descriptor. Further the same LBP can be optimized 

based on occurrences of transitions in the sequences of 

0 and 1. If there is no transition or only two transitions 

then it will be uniform LBP code, if more than two 

transitions then it will be non-uniform code. In this 

way, ULBP only considers 59 values and can be used 

a feature descriptors.  In our experiment, we have 

presented each fingerprint image using 59 dimensions 

feature vector obtained by applying Uniform Local 

Binary Pattern [11].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    Fig. 2. Computation of LBP 

 

Classification:  For the classification of fingerprint 

whether in male or female category we have 

considered the different classifiers namely Simple 

Tree, Complex Tree, Medium Tree, Linear 

Discriminant Analysis, Quadratic Discriminant 

Analysis, Linear Support Vector Machine with 

different kernels extended to Quadratic, Cubic, 

Gaussian, KNN, Boosted Tree, Bagging Tree,  

Subspace discriminant, sub space KNN. 

4.  EXPERIMENTS  

There is no public data is available for the gender 

identification using fingerprints, therefore we have 

collected our own dataset of 300 fingerprints belongs 

to 150 for male and 150 for female. For evaluation of 

our method we have applied 10 fold cross validation 

with different classifiers mentioned in classification 

section. The results obtained with different classifiers 

for gender identification using fingerprints are shown 

in Table 1.  From the table one it can be noted that the 

basic K-NN classifier is performed better for gender 

identification task and given accuracy of 95.4%. The 

same trend is followed by the QDA, Quadratic SVM, 

Cubic SVM and sub space K-NN classifier and gives 

the accuracy almost more than 90% that is 91.3%, 

92.5%, 93.8% and 92.5 % respectively. While tree 

based classifiers have not performed well in our 

experiment and given low accuracy.  The comparison 

with other works is kept out of scope in this paper as 

our prime aim is to comparison of performance of 

different classifiers for the gender identification using 

fingerprints.  In future, we will consider the 

combination of classifiers for enhancement of weak 

classifiers where result is low.    
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Table 1. Accuracy of different classifiers for gender 

identification using fingerprints. 

 

    

Sr. 

No. Classifier 

Accuracy 

in % 

1 Simple Tree 64.2 

2 Complex Tree  85 

3 Medium Tree 85 

4 LDA 85 

5 QDA 91.3 

6 Linear SVM 79.2 

7 Quadratic SVM 92.5 

8 Cubic SVM 93.8 

9 Fine Gaussian SVM 87.5 

10 Medium Gaussian SVM 86.3 

11 Coarse Gaussian SVM 65.8 

12 Cubic KNN 86.7 

13 FINE KNN 95.4 

14 MEDIUM KNN 85.8 

15 COARSE KNN 53.8 

16 COSINE KNN 85 

17 Boosted Tree 55.8 

18 Bagged Tree 88.8 

19 Sub Space Discriminant 83.8 

20 Sub Space KNN 92.5 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, we have presented comparison of 

different classifiers based on uniform local binary 

pattern descriptors. In our experiments, we have 

observed that nearest neighbor classifier is performed 

well and given good accuracy, the same trend is 

followed by the SVM based methods and quadratic 

discriminant analysis. But tree based methods have not 

performed well.  In future, we will develop a method 

based on combination of classifiers for gender 

identification using fingerprints, where weak 

classifiers are going to combined with strong 

classifiers.   
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Abstract Gender Identification plays very important role in many computer applications such human robot 

interaction, forensic investigation, supporting soft biometric and targeted advertisement etc.  Sometimes alone 

fingerprint cannot reveal the needed information; in such case fusion of face information with fingerprint enhances the 

performance of gender identification. In this paper, we have presented an approach for gender recognition using face 

and fingerprint. In our algorithm we have applied Uniform Local Binary Patterns (ULBP) for feature extraction and 

three classifiers were tested separately for classification. We have noted encouraging results during the 

experimentation.   

Keywords — Biometric Fusion, Gender Identification, Fingerprint, Face, Uniform Local Binary Patterns, Soft Biometric

I. INTRODUCTION 

Gender identification plays important role in day to day 

life, as many interactions in real life are gender based. 

Gender identification has several applications like Human 

Computer Interaction, focused advertising & marketing, 

demographic studies & forensic investigation. In addition 

to this, gender also considered as one of the most promising 

soft biometric. IT is useful in enhancement of personal 

identification performance in biometric system. It also 

helps in reducing the search space to, a particular gender 

only. Many attempts are made in identification of gender 

based on various traits such as palmprint, face, fingerprint, 

clothing style, gait etc. But alone unmoral system can‟t give 
confirm decision is few cases, therefore to enhance system 

of gender identification we proposed a methods based on 

combination of face & fingerprints. 

Finger prints are most widely and accepted biometric trait, 

which becomes easily available. During fingerprint based 

gender estimation, if confusion occurs, then addition facial 

information boosts the performance & provides promising 

confirm result. 

In this paper, we have proposed a method to identify the 

gender based on face & finger print biometric. This 

bimodal method more promising & confirmative as 

compared to unimodal methods reported in literature.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Gender identification is one of the popular problems in 

biometric research community, lot of works being reported 

in literature, few of them we have presented in below 

paragraphs.  

Authors in [14] cross verified the advantages and limitation 

of the automated classification of soft biometric traits. They 

have created  the  dual datasets  One is near infrared( NIR 

band) at night time  face images and another one is face 

images at different distances such as 30,60 ,90 and 120 

meters long, to classify the gender. They classified the 

gender ethnicity by using deep convolution neural network 

after conducting experiment they achieved significant 

improvement rank _ I recognition rate, compared to other 

system. 

Authors in [15] have used Local Phase Quantization (LPQ)  

operators, which are nothing but taken from the intensity of 

the image and monogenic images to classify the gender. 

Total four components considered one is intensity and other 

three are from the monogenic images, used SVM  as a 

classifier and compared two datasets, which are,  one is 

LFW another one is Group dataset  and achieved an higher 

accuracy for    LFW  as 97% whereas, on group dataset 

they got an 91.58% accuracy. 

Authors in [16] classified the gender by combining 

clothing, hair, and facial components to recognize the 

gender. Authors considered mainly five components of the 

face. Such as forehead, chin, eyes mouth and nose. and also 
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they have considered external information‟s such as hair of 
the gender and clothing of the gender, to classify the 

gender. SVM used as a classifier .They realized that higher 

accuracy or higher robustness was obtained for facial 

components instead of hole face image as input. 

Authors in [17] proposed a method, which is nothing but 

combination of facial, hairstyle and clothing of the image or 

gender to classify the gender. In this they separated facial, 

hairstyle and clothing of the input images they had 

considered each region PCAs and GMMs values and 

applied  Bay‟s rule to classify the gender and  got low error 
rate  compared   input is facial only. 

Authors in [18] presented periocular biometric for gender 

classification in the wild. They analyzed that to classify the 

gender periocular validity  area  is difficult when the input 

image is not  face or it is blurred one or it is changed 

.Authors worked on group dataset. Achieved an higher 

accuracy of 92.46% and 20% error reduction when 

compared with best face based gender classification. 

Author in [19]  proposed MCCT  as a features to classify 

the gender. MCCT is nothing but multichannel 

complementary census transform. which is texture pattern  

feature ,which will hold the information of the image in the 

sign and magnitude form of the image .these sign and 

magnitudes information‟s will be combined and used as a 
features to extract  the image or classify the gender. 

Authors in[20] presented one of the iris image to classify 

the gender. They have also used uniform LBP  as a feature 

to classify THE gender. They concatenated the histogram 

with LBP OF the image to improve the accuracy and 

achieved an accuracy of 91%. 

Authors in [6]proposed a multimodal estimation to classify 

the gender ,first they have used finger print as one modal 

and face information as another model  .with Bayesian 

hierarchical model. They have used local features used to 

extract the gender from the input image they worked on 

their own dataset and achieved good results. 

Authors in [7] presented a method to recognition  of the 

gender on the basis of images from the visible and captured 

from the thermal camera. They conducted experiments by 

applying different feature extraction and fusion methods to 

reach highest accuracy. 

Authors in [8] have proposed a combination of fuse gait 

and face as input to classify the gender. They have used one 

of the canonical correlations as a tool to correlate the two 

sets of measurements. And achieved an higher accuracy of 

97.2%on large dataset 

Authors in [9] investigated gender classification by using 

audio and visual cues. They have designed SVM classifier 

by considering visual signal as a data by taking different 

three types of the data one is raw data second one is PCA 

and third one is  non-negative  matrix information, and for 

audio pitch  melcepstral coefficients  are used as input data. 

they achieved higher accuracy for speech data 

as100%.whereas 95.31 accuracy for visual data. 

Authors also compared the SVM with other two classifiers 

which are neural network and KNN . Authors in [10] 

worked on real word face images they have used facial 

local images and LBP as a features extract the gender. And 

these features also combined with clothing features to get 

increased in the accuracy rate. Authors have combined 

particle swarm optimization (pso) and Genetic algorithm as 

a one of the important features to extract the image thy 

achieved an accuracy of 98.3% by using SVM classifier. 

Authors in [11] classified the gender by using the 

combination of appearance and motion of the image. They 

considered publically available video dataset and taken 

LBP as features they have also used spatiotemporal 

representation for describing and analyzing the image. 

Authors in [12] mainly three layers to classify the gender 

the stages are preprocessing and alignment of the face 

image second one is  constructed  pyramid level multilevel 

face  representation from which  local features are extracted 

and third one is extracted features to feed to hierarchical 

estimator.  

Authors in [13] classified the gender on the basis of multi 

scale local descriptors as features. And also they have used 

facial patch and holistic and combination of features to 

extract the gender they reached an 94% accuracy as 

compared with deep learning approach. 

III. PROPOSED METHOD  

Gender identification using fingerprint and face 

combination is main aim of this paper, to do this, our 

method comprises several steps such as preprocessing, 

Feature Extraction, Feature level fusion and Classification. 

Local Binary Patterns are used to encode the image 

information in fixed size feature vector , further in 

sequential manner , we have applied the feature level fusion 

and to determine the gender three classifiers were tested 

separately those are k-nearest neighbor, support vector 

machine and Linear Discriminant Analysis.  

A. Pre-Processing  

Facial images in our dataset were captured using 

Smartphone and therefore, before experiments   we cropped 

facial regions manually and resized to 200* 164. Later in 

preprocessing we have simply attempted image 

enhancement operation, to balance the varying lighting 

conditions. To utilize contextual information like clothes, 

ears and hair style, the whole images are used during 

experimentation, instead of cropping the only facial region. 

First input image is converted from RGB to Grayscale, 

where pixels are represented in two dimensional space 

ranging from 0 -255 gray levels. For fingerprint we have 
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resized it 164*164 and then converted to grayscale.  To 

enhance the grayscale images Contrast limited adaptive 

histogram equalization (CLAHE) is applied. The advantage 

of this method over traditional histogram equalization is, it 

provides enhancement of contrast of part of the image 

wherever necessary.  More details on CLAHE are given 

[4].   

B. Feature Extraction  

Feature extraction is one of the very significant processes in 

any computer vision applications. In our case, we have 

biometric traits such as faces and fingerprint. We have 

applied Local Binary Patterns [ 1], to extract the 

meaningful information from gray levels and encode it in 

single feature vector.  

Local Binary Pattern (LBP) is one of the very efficient 

texture descriptor, it labels the pixel of an image based on 

thresholding operation, later post thresholding sequence of 

0 and 1 considered as binary number further which is 

represented by its equivalent decimal. The same process is 

repeated for whole image. The histogram of these labels  

 is used as texture descriptor.  Further it can be 

optimized by considering only limited intervals as given in 

which gives only 59 descriptors.[1]  Once the labeled 

image IL(x,y) is obtained , we can define the histogram of 

LBP as :  

 
Where n is number of labels. And IL{A} is 1 if true or 0 if 

false.   

Feature Level Combination : In this work, we have 

proposed a bimodal gender identification system which 

identifies gender based on combination of fingerprint and 

face biometric. To combine the information from both the 

biometric traits, we have applied the feature level fusion.   

First Features were extracted from each image finger print 

and face and then later feature vector of fingerprint and 

face is combined in the sequential manner. After applying 

LBP we got 59 features from each fingerprint and face, 

after sequential combination it becomes i.e.59x2 = 118 

dimension feature vector.  The details process can be 

depicted from the figure give below: 

 

C. Classification 

K-Nearest Neighbor is simplest classifier; it stores all 

training data & based on suitable distance measure, it    

classifies the unknown sample.  The Labeling of unknown 

sample is done by majority of its neighbors. It assigns the 

label based on the class most among its nearest neighbor‟s. 
In our case we have given Euclidian Distance to find 

nearest neighbor & values of k=1. Let [(c1,c2,c3……cn)] 
be the training samples and D[(d1,d2,d3,….dn)] be the 
testing samples. The Euclidian distance between A & B can 

be define as 

:  
Support vector Machine: In machine learning, support 

vector machines are supersized learning algorithm which is 

used popularly for classification & Regression analysis. It 

is developed by vapnik [ref] based on statistical learning 

theory SVM .The idea of separating hyper plane is used by 

SVM  to find out separation in given „n‟data. Vector .To 

separate data points a discriminate function is given 

: ; two separate each data point in one 

of given two classes.  

 
Where  is the classes either +1 (male) or -1 (female) . 

Linear Discriminate Analysis: 

LDA is one the simplest classifier, which having ability of 

generalization. The class discrimination is achieved in LDA 

by maximizing the ratio between & within class variance. 

Let consider the data set X=[x1,.xn] of „n‟ samples in M 
dimensional space where each sample. Belongs to the either 

Male or Female class denoted by „C‟. The computation of 

Decision is given as: 

 
Where W is linear projection vector which minimizes the 

between scatter matrix  

 
And maximizes the within class scatter matrix: 

 
 

Where m denotes the means,  is the mean over class & 

 is the number of samples in class. The optional 

projection based on fishers analysis is given by: 

 
This optimization problem can be solved by generalized 

eigen-problem  

 W 
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Based on the Euclidian distance measure in LDA space in 

new sample x is classified to class label W € C, given: 

In depth discussion is given in [3]. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

Dataset : In this chapter, we have prepared our own 

dataset, as there is no public dataset is available for bimodal 

gender identification. From each individual we have 

collected 5 faces and five fingerprints.  Total 420 Faces and 

420 Finger are collected from 42 males and 42 females 

belonging to different age groups. Face images are captured 

using different smart phones to make data base more 

challenging and fingerprints are captured using fingkey 

hamster device. Informed consent is taken from the 

volunteers while collecting the dataset.   

 

Evaluation Protocol: Evaluation of proposed method 

carried out using k-fold cross validation method instead of 

using the traditional classification. We have divided our 

data in 10 sub parts and each sub part used for training -

testing in such a way that, when one part serves for testing 

then another 9 parts are used for training. The same 

procedure is repeated for all 10 parts average results of 10 

trials are considered as final accuracy.  Addition to this, we 

have also computed the confusion matrices and ROC 

curves to exhibit the effectiveness of our method. The 

accuracy is defined as follows:  

                                                                           

Accuracy =  

               

Results: In order to evaluate our method for gender 

identification using fingerprint and face biometric, we have 

used the large dataset of 420 images for male and 420 

image for female which includes face and fingerprints. We 

have performed exhaustive experiments and computed 

different evaluation metrics such as Accuracy. Our 

experimental tests go as follows:  

 

1. First we have performed experiments only with 

fingerprints with LBP features and recorded 

performance of all three classifiers for gender 

identification.  

2. Second, combination of face and fingerprint is 

considered for the gender identification and 

feature level fusion is done in sequential manner.  

In table 4.1, we have shown the results of gender 

identification using only fingerprints, we have evaluated 

three classifiers namely k-NN, Linear Discriminant 

Analysis, Support Vector Machine. The highest accuracy of 

89.60% is recorded with k-NN classifier.  LDA has given 

an accuracy of 77.10%, whereas 76.00% of accuracy is 

given by SVM while considered only fingerprints for 

gender identification.   

 

In table 2. we have shown the results with combination of 

fingerprint and face biometric. In this experiment also, we 

have evaluated the performance of three different 

classifiers such as k-NN, SVM and LDA. It is noted that 

the accuracy increased considerably when facial 

information is added to fingerprints.  Support Vector 

Machine and Linear Discriminant Analysis performed 

effectively and yield the accuracy of 100%. On the other 

hand k-NN has given 99 % accuracy with Euclidian 

distance and K=3. Finally comparison between accuracies 

for fingerprint and alone in combination with Facial 

information is given in figure. From the investigations 

during our experiments, it is proved that the combination of 

facial information given superior performance than alone 

fingerprint. 

Table 1 : Gender Identification Accuracy using only 

fingerprints  

Sr No. Classifier  Accuracy in % 

1 k-NN Classifier  89.60 

2 Linear Discriminant 

Analysis  

77.10 

3 Support Vector Machines 76.00 

Table 2 : Gender Identification Accuracy using both face and 

fingerprint biometric  

Sr No. Classifier  Accuracy in % 

1 k-NN Classifier  99 

2 Linear Discriminant 

Analysis  

100 

3 Support Vector Machines 100 
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 Figure 1: Performance of fingerprint alone and fingerprint + 

face for gender identification  

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, combination of biometrics for gender 

identification is investigated with feature level fusion 
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approach. We have presented a gender identification 

system based on fusion of face and fingerprint biometric. 

During our experiments, we have noted that alone 

fingerprint cannot reveals the gender information; in such 

case addition of facial information would be the best 

choice, this results in enhancement of system.  This 

proposed system is tested on considerably large dataset of 

420 faces and fingerprints and we have achieved promising 

results with the accuracy of 100%. In future, we will focus 

on improvement of the system by considering the rotation, 

translation and scaling transformations. Further we will 

also study the cross database performance of our method 

for gender identification. 
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